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GC: Alright, my name is Gianna Cioto and I'm in North Andover, Massachusetts. I'm
interviewing Professor Gwyne White in North Andover, Massachusetts. The date is
November 23, 2021. And first off, I would like to thank you, Professor White, for
agreeing to do this interview with me. I would also like to remind you of your rights
quickly. You are able to refuse any question, ask me to pause the recording, or decide
to withdraw from the process at any point. I want to remind you that this interview is
being recorded and collected, as part of the Merrimack College public history project
and will be made available to the public. Are you willing to participate?

GW: Yes.

GC: Okay. Alright, so starting off, what was going on in your life prior to the pandemic?

GW: Immediately prior or longer term prior?

GC: I would say, like immediately prior.

GW: So I gave birth to my son on February 20.

GC: Oh wow!

GW: Yeah!

GC: So, you were raising a baby during the whole thing?

GW: Mm-hmm, two. I have an older daughter as well.



GC: Oh wow!

GW: Mm-hmm.

GC: Do you remember the first time you heard about COVID? Could you describe it?
And what did you think was going to happen?

GW: Um so, I heard about COVID probably starting in the winter and I heard it kind of
as it was kind of coming through and in January as well. I definitely was like, this
probably isn't a big deal, although I was pretty sure it was kind of going to go global. I
was like, it's–you know, I was like, one of the kind of like, oh it's probably just the flu, like
it's a bad flu kind of experience. Did not have a sense of the scope. Once it hit Italy and
we were seeing it happen in Italy, I knew it was going to arrive here and I knew that we
were probably going to have a similar experience but I don't think I like emotionally
processed that. And I definitely was semi aware of it while I was in the hospital, because
there were definitely a lot more protocols going on, like kind of that, but we weren't yet in
masks and we weren't yet at that kind of end of February it still hadn't fully sort of
coalesced.

GC: Mm-hmm, okay, was there a particular moment and when the - when the pandemic
became real to you? So was it like when you were in the hospital?

GW: No, so the pandemic didn't become real - my daughter was in preschool and the
preschool closed. And that was not pleasant, but I definitely was on that like, oh it's just
two weeks kind of thing. I think it became really clear to me when they canceled the
marathon that we were like in this for the long haul. So the marathon is supposed to be
April, something in April and when it became clear that they were like not going to have
that. Because I actually had a friend who qualified and was going to run it and they were
talking about it a lot, and so, when it became clear that that wasn't going to happen
that's when, for me, I was like, oh man this, this really is like a thing.

GC: Okay. Um, it was in March that the first lockdown started happening in
Massachusetts. What was lockdown like for you? What were the hardest parts? And
were there any positives at all?

GW: So lockdown was childcare for me. I was on maternity leave, because I had my
son, so I just sort of had my daughter as well, because she was out of school. It was
really hard, because I had both and they're very close in age, so that was difficult and
my husband didn't really get a lot of paternity leave and then you know when the



lockdowns first happened, he was still working full time and they initially didn't let him go
remote and so that was really difficult. And I don't – you probably didn't have a huge
sense of this, but they closed the playgrounds initially as part of lockdown. So it was like
cold and miserable, and the kids weren't allowed to play on any of the play structures.
There's like nowhere to go. And so that was really very difficult. And so I remember that,
and like there was no place to take the kids to get them out, to do anything with them.
For me, that was the biggest thing and the like, lack of sort of childcare, or like any kind
of break. And I was homebound anyway, for the most part, because, again, I was on
mat [maternity] leave, so that was - that was rough. I think the thing that was good about
it was that, because there was this pandemic and because I had both kids, I was
already on maternity leave, so it wasn't like I had any work responsibilities to do anyway.
And so I just let go of any other responsibilities, I was just like, okay, well, I accept I'm
not going to get anything done, like there's just not going to be anything that's not, you
know, maternity leave for me. Which was really nice because it wasn't stressful in that
context, like I just got to be with my kids and got to have that as my time and it was
really, really kind of a relief in some ways.

GC: Having the young baby, were you ever worried about like diapers or things like that,
because the toilet paper thing?

GW: Ha yeah, we definitely - I had my husband go and buy a bunch of extra diapers. I
was worried about formula, because that was a bit, that was a thing for a bit. For the
most part, initially, he was breastfed and then he was a big baby, and so we were like
doing formula, and I was a little nervous about that. But yeah, we were okay, like
stocked up - he came back at one point with like water, and I was like, “That's not what
this pandemic is, stop it!” [laughter] Um and we, we had the benefit. We were in a nice,
walkable neighborhood, so like I was taking the kids out for walks. My sister lives really
close by and basically she and I did masks and she came over twice a week to help out.
My husband took off a day of work, like it was just, it was like we just basically did the
kids that's what we did. So, but yeah, we got extra diapers. That was the thing we got
extra of, but other than that [shakes head no].

GC: Okay. That's interesting I - I didn't even think about that honestly. Like that, that
could be something that would happen.

GW: Yeah.

GC: Do you remember the first time that you wore a mask?



GC: Yes. So, my dad happened to have some N95 masks around and he brought those
by. One for myself, one for my husband, and one for my sister, because he had, had
them from before. And initially I was like this is ridiculous, like we're not doing this. And
then, as it progressively became clear that, like, yep, oh no we're doing this, I was really
glad to have those. And then my friend is ethnically Chinese. So she's – her father's a
Chinese national and they've gone through it initially and he had sent her a whole box of
like supplies. So, she sent me a bunch of masks. So, in the like, height of the “there's no
masks, you have to make your own masks,” we actually had masks, so I was really
grateful for her on that one, and she also sent us like - because there was no hand
sanitizer [laughter] or anything – so she sent us a bunch of that. So, we had like a lot of
that stuff. And then I made masks, so I made a mask for myself and for my husband.
We had a neighbor who made masks for my daughter. So, initially, I was like, this is kind
of silly, and then it was like, oh no, this is not silly, this is what we're all doing. And then I
got fashionable masks, so that was fun. [laughter]

GC: In the summer of 2020 the state's reopening plan began to go into effect. Was there
something that you were really excited to open back up? Like would it be like the parks,
for your kids and stuff like that?

GW: Oh yes. Yeah, definitely like the parks. I was definitely pretty pleased when the
parks opened back up. [laughter] That was great. I definitely was going, so I was going
to a couple of isolated parks, with the kids anyway, because I was like, this - I will risk
this. But, it was like a - like a very uncomfortable experience because I'm like I am
literally risking my kids lives in the sort of like larger context for them to be able to play
on like a slide and stuff. But, I was really pleased when that opened back up. I don't
think anything else - I don't think I noticed anything else opening back up. Because I
was - because I just had major - so, I had a C section. So, I had major surgery, so I was
at highest risk, and then I had the infant and then obviously my daughter. So, I don't
think that I left - I literally remember the one shopping trip that I did, I think in almost all
of 2020. Like, until September 2020, I didn't go anywhere. Because I was like at the
highest risk. So, we were - I was really locked down. I remember the one time, I was
like, I'm going to go out and do the shopping, and it was such a creepy - like a post
apocalyptic world experience, because it was so empty quiet, it was like real concerning
and I came back home, and I was like, no, no. Husband, you do this. [laughter] This was
weird and unpleasant, so yeah so. That was really the only thing - the parks really
opening up, because other than that by the time I was out everything was basically
opened back up.

GC: Oh, okay.



GW: Yeah. So, I was locked down for that like whole time.

GC: So, when you went out, was that the first time you kind of saw everyone with their
masks on and, like the lines outside the grocery stores and stuff like that?

GW: Yeah, so, I never saw the lines outside the grocery store because I didn't - I didn't
go grocery shopping for like a year um.

GC: Okay.

GW: Yeah, so, my husband - my husband always has done predominantly the grocery
shopping, but then he just fully took it over because it was like, you know, you were only
supposed to go out once and you were supposed to limit exposure, right, in the initial
stage, especially before we had anything. And so he - he did the exposure based stuff.
So, I went to Costco and I went to Savers, because it's a like a used clothing place and
the kids needed more clothes, because you couldn't like get clothes and so - so that's
what I went to, and it was – so there weren't lines, but it was that kind of
post-apocalyptic emptiness. I wore like gloves and I had the mask on, and it was so
quiet and creepy, so that that was the real memory and I literally, I came home and I
don't think I went back out again for another two months.

GC: Oh wow.

GW: Mm-hmm.

GC: Even with your husband going to the store and everything it's obviously still scary
that he could potentially bring it home because he's going out as well, so.

GW: Yeah, yeah, yeah, it was a very anxious time. He was also going to work because
his boss basically was like a COVID denier. And so, his boss was like making
everybody go into the office. It was like, it was really bad. His boss also was like pretty
like old school and was like, why do you need to be home? Like she's home on
maternity leave, like she can take care of the kids.

GC: Oh.

GW: Okay, so like he was miserable and then like we didn't have anything set up
properly for it. So, like he was on a like a folding table in our basement doing work, and
it was like, yeah, so it wasn't–



GC: Oh wow.

GW: Yeah, he switched jobs subsequently. [laughter]

GC: Understandable.

GW: Yup. Yup.

GC: Was there a point where you felt there was a new normal? Or can you describe it at
all, or like how did you cope with things?

GW: So I, in September, came back to teaching on campus. And - I think, for me, no, I
mean basically starting in September, I started kind of teaching on campus and that
normalized things for me, because I was in - I was seeing people, I was wearing masks.
And you know, there was a kind of - that was the new normal, I think. And then, I think
post-vaccine and then that was kind of - that was the big thing I would say, like sort of
post-vaccine universe.

GC: What led you to end up choosing to go back and teach on campus? Because I
know some professors did decide -

GW: Yeah.

GC: - to stay at home and work online.

GW: Yeah, um I don't - [laughter] so - [laughter] I hate online teaching. I had to teach a
class online only in the fall because I ended up taking over somebody's class. And that
was awful. I went back because I - at that point, needed to get out of the house. I have
never been a person who was supposed to take care of tiny children full time. [laughter]
Um, and I was going fully insane. So I was like, “Get out of the house, I have to get out
of the house!” [laughter] So, I think that was the decision I made, it was not definitely a
like protective rational one, but I will also say all of the safety stuff put into place by
Merrimack made me feel very comfortable choosing that. And I was never, I was never
particularly nervous on campus like the weekly, and then then there was twice a week
testing. It was great. It was actually deeply reassuring to my like anxious personality.
Like twice a week I'd get told like, “you're safe” and then I was like being tested for the
family, so all of that kind of thing.

GC: Mm-hmm.



GW: But yeah, I - I made the decision because I didn't want to be at home anymore full
time. [laughter]

GC: Um. Also let's see. Speaking of just teaching during the pandemic, or when you
came back, were there any specific things that you had to change, for your 2020
courses at all?

GW: Yeah,, so I taught [“Abnormal Psychology?], but I taught it really poorly because I
did it remote only and like it was my trial by fire in terms of the remote. I taught clinical
practice, which was teaching it in masks, so I'm teaching clinical skills. That was really
weird and I had to revamp the course, to emphasize different skills, because we're all
covered like this, [covers hand over mouth and nose] and so, how do you read like
non-verbal cues and like, how do you make the connections? That kind of thing. When I
was in the fall I did it hybrid, where I had some people remote in the same time as I had
like people in real person, but for the spring semester I switched it so that I had one day
all remote and one day all in person, and that was significantly better. Because basically
in the fall like I learned like, I did not like - nobody wants to listen to a straight like
remote lecture. So, like that - that was unpleasant. So, I did a lot of like the like learning
and changing for the spring semester, rather than the fall because I hadn't taught in the
spring previously.

GC: Would you say that the remote - like hybrid days for that course, in particular, was
easier because you didn't have to wear a mask when like teaching -

GW: Yeah.

GC: - about the cues and stuff like that?

GW: Yeah, there was something definitely easier about like seeing everybody's faces
when you did that. It definitely made me add a lot more like interactive stuff. Because
you needed to do - you couldn't - like lecture is interesting enough if you're in a
classroom because you're taking notes and you're doing it, but like - I don't think most
people are really able to like listen to a lecture and take notes remotely. Like I'm not and
I just I was like oh this isn't gonna work so, yeah, there was a lot of like trying to figure
out activities and things to do.

GC: Did you feel that you kind of - obviously, I was in high school when the pandemic
started, so, I never had like a college course, so I don't really know what it was like
before. But, did you feel that there was like a loss of connection with your students?
Like did you find it hard to learn their names? Stuff like that?



GW: You know, I actually really liked the Zoom classes better for that, because
everybody's name is on the corner. I'm really bad with names. I don't know what
anybody looks like when they wear masks. I just can't tell. So, that was actually my real
loss of connection was like, seeing people in masks. I don't recognize you out of your
masks. I have trouble like recognizing you in the classroom. So, that actually I feel like
is my biggest loss, is wearing masks in the classroom. So like that switch. The Zoom
wasn't so bad because you can like see your face.

GC: Would you say that with the switch to online or even like - I mean obviously there
was, like the loss of connection that we just talked about, the performance from your
students? Was there a big difference from before and after or during the pandemic?

GW: So in the fall, I would say yes, in the sense that, like I adjusted poorly because it
was like adjustment for me, so I wasn't - I was - I was much too kind of like, okay like
whatever - like whatever works, and then I got backed up and it just - it wasn't a very
effective teaching strategy in the spring. I don't think anybody worked any less hard. I
think in the fall, we were all trying to figure out what it was, and so that was hard. But, I
think, I didn't see a loss of engagement, at least, in my classes in the spring.

GC: Okay. Um. Hm let’s see. I kind of already touched base on a few of these. Let’s
see, how did you maintain a work-life balance, during the pandemic?

GW: So, how did I maintain a work-life balance? Yeah we're getting some interference.
Sorry, I'm in the library. [laughter] Badly in the fall because there didn't feel like there
was any work-life balance, because everything was sort of Zoom and all of this. But,
better in the spring, where it was like you know - know these are the expectations, so I
set much clearer expectations around stuff. I think, making everything Zoom definitely
made things harder in terms of work-life balance. But then, also just, I think there's a
sort of radical acceptance that happens in the context of the pandemic, which is like well
some things aren't going to happen. Like, it's just not possible to do and trying is setting
yourself up for failure. So, things like that.

GC: When you would do your hybrid days, would you still go to campus to like your
office or did you remain at home?

GW: Predominantly, I went [inaudible] to my office. Sometimes I’d do it at home. The
real reason was that my home office is in the basement, it’s chilly. So, I got cold in the
basement. [laughter] And also the setup that I had required, like the headset. And I felt -
[inaudible] so I would come into the office. [laughter] They also gave us free lunch, so I
really liked that.



GC: Oh! That's nice.

GW: [inaudible]

GC: I remember, I was - I was in a few of your classes last year, and you are my advisor
as well, and you still are so, I remember different things like that. Has the pandemic
changed the way that you teach in a more fundamental sense, from like understanding
what it was like before versus during?

GW: I think, the pandemic definitely forced a shift in terms of some of the things I
wanted to do so, like more interactive stuff, it forced me to do them. Which was great
rather than just lecture so I actually appreciate the pandemic for that. I love the fact that
I can do advising and stuff on Zoom. I think that it [inaudible] the flow and the
organization. I love that students don't have to come into my office to have a meeting,
so I've really liked that piece of things. So..

GC: Was that more difficult when advising was in person?

GW: Oh yeah, a lot. People would - you would get people, backed up or people would
miss, or like you know if you did, somebody like - if it was a rainy day people wouldn't
show up and then you'd have to reschedule and you'd have to schedule a time that you
were in the office, and they were in the office, rather than just like all right well I’m home
at this time, like here [inaudible] you know, kind of thing. So, like if we were doing this
pre-pandemic, you would have to come to my office. We'd have to find a time and this is
a lot easier in terms of that, like you get more, I think, out of your day in certain ways.

GC: Did you remain having your office hours via Zoom as well?

GW: Yeah.

GC: I mean after last year.

GW: Yeah, I mean you know this, but I did advising too.

GC: Mm-hmm.

GW: Yeah.



GC: Let's see. I don't know if I asked you this one already, I'm going back into general
pandemic questions.

GW: Yeah.

GC: What do you miss from pre - pre - oh my God sorry. [laughter] pre-pandemic life?

GW: Indoor events without stress, certainly. Especially as we're going into winter again,
I am missing being able to do things inside. I miss restaurants, I miss going to
restaurants. I don’t go to restaurants. That's the main thing, like indoor activities without
stress. I think that's the big thing. I will say, so I got vaccinated fairly early and because I
was doing clinical work, so I got in on the first wave of things. Because I was still seeing
people in person, I was doing testing in person. So for me, that like - it's been a while,
since I've been like, very much noticing the kind of pandemic universe, because, like the
vaccine reduced a lot of the [inaudible] you know, anxiety about stuff. But yeah I think
indoor activities, I miss.

GC: How did you stay connected with people when you were in lockdown?

GW: Oh, phone mostly. Talking to people by phone.

GC: Mm-hmm. Was there anything that had been routine for you, but became strange,
or vice versa?

GW: Going indoor places, uh was weird, wearing masks. I noticed the - like when we -
before the delta variant came and we all were like almost stopping wearing masks, like
the kind of weirdness of stopping and then again the weirdness of restarting in this kind
of like, where are we on mask wearing kind of thing. That definitely has been very weird.
And like what is, like what is acceptable? What social, like - like what's appropriate?
Like what's being good, versus not? I definitely don't do as much, like going places
anymore like shopping as well, like we just like cut down on leaving the house as much.

GC: Another thing that's, that's like kind of strange is, I would say, anytime you feel
some sort of sickness symptom, whether it be allergies it's like automatically it’s like, oh
God, I gotta go run and get a test.

GW: Yeah, yeah, yeah. Yeah. I’m an allergy person, like I have allergies and I basically
like constantly am low key convinced, I have COVID so. [laughter]

GC: Me too, honestly.



GW: Yeah. Well, and I have kids right, and so they're constantly sick - like right now,
they both have runny noses and coughs and it's like do we need to get them COVID
tested?

GC: Is there an age limit on one you can get your child tested for COVID or?

GW: No, you can get kids tested at any point. They just scream horribly and you feel
like a bad person. [laughter] The other thing is it's in daycare and they get any
symptoms, you have to go get a clean COVID test before they can come back to
daycare.

GC: Oh, wow.

GW: Yeah, yeah. The child care stuff is a nightmare with COVID.

GC: I believe it.

GW: Mm-hmm.

GC: Were you or anyone else close to you affected by the virus at all?

GW: So did anyone die? Not, not kind of close to me. I have a small family and then the
people that I knew in my family system who got COVID survived. Nobody had like
serious COVID. Again, like a lot of the folks that I have in my system are very quickly
kind of like mask wearing and I have a small family system, and they were kind of
intense about it. But, I have friends of friends who did die.

GC: Oh, I’m sorry about that.

GW: The pandemic.

GC: Mm-hmm, scary.

GW: Yeah.

GC: Was there a particular moment where you felt that there was a light at the end of
the tunnel?

GW: Aw dude, the vaccine. Yeah, that was–that was great. I have a picture of me on
that day, and everything. It was pretty - [laughter] mm-hmm.



GC: Definitely, things - because, especially with concerts - I don't know if you go to
concerts at all, or no, no, not right now - I've never been to one, personally, but um it's
like you can go to either campus, you can go to a concert, if you have your vaccine and
stuff like that which is really nice.

GW: Yeah, well it's like you can go back to doing things if you're vaccinated. Which is
really nice and then the kind of like the reduction in risk is really nice like that just sort of
relief–like I took a trip on a plane, and I was like, oh like, you know, it's nerve wracking
but it's okay.

GC: Mm-hmm. What is a memory you have of the pandemic that stands out to you as
memorable that you could share? Were there any particular low moments or high
moments that you want to share as well?

GW: I think getting the vaccine was very memorable like it was a–it was a big relief. I
just felt like instantly better and it made me realize how much stress I’d been holding
around the pandemic. I would say, a low–I have a very sort of visceral memory of letting
my kids play on a playground before they opened up. And like wanting to wipe
everything down and wanting to wipe their hands and just this kind of like. You know,
you've made a decision you have to like relax, like you can't - like you know, you can't
do this, you've either have to decide you're going to let them do this or not. You can't be
like freaking out about it. You know, I think those are some really sort of strong like high
and low memories of the pandemic. It's a horrible blur to me, but I also had - you have
to remember, I had an infant. And so infants don't like, sleep super well and so like you
know, the first period of the pandemic I also was just like pretty sleep deprived, pretty
like low grade, like just dealing with a tiny baby. So, like that, like it all blurs honestly for
me.

GC: In regards to the playground and going there, was there fear of judgment at all if,
like people saw you?

GW: Yes.

GC: Like at the playground?

GW: [inaudible] the neighborhood–when I'd go to ones that were like more hidden
because it was like, I don't - like I'm making this choice, but like I don't want to deal - like
I also was in a community that I was on Nextdoor, the like fun like app about like people
talking shit about their neighbors. [laughter] And I, like you would see that, on the app



and so like I went to like playgrounds where nobody could see me and I definitely felt
stress about it, yeah.

GC: Wow that's crazy. Would they talk about people like seeing people on the
playgrounds?

GW: Yeah, oh yeah. And they were like angry people about like - “there's a group of
teenagers and they're hanging out and they are not six feet of social distancing and
there were people and they were walking down the street,” and it was just like, you can
relax.

GC: Yeah.

GW: I apologize, I didn't realize my iPad it isn't as charged, as I thought so I'm on like
5% battery.

GC: Okay, I just have a few more questions. And then we'll be all set. How have you
changed, what have you learned, were there any lessons that you learned from it?

GW: Well, it reinforced my sense of social support, so I feel - so I would say, one of the
things that I feel is very, very grateful about my situation in life. My family was incredibly
privileged, we had no disruption in income, we had no disruption - like childcare was lost
for a summer, when I was on maternity leave, so there was literally like it was like okay
well you just do this and I did because there wasn't anything else I needed [inaudible]
like we were, you know my family, no one we've lost no one at this point. My children
are young enough that like, there's really not a significant stressor on them they're not
losing education. My daughter, in the fall, was able to go back to her little preschool, my
son had a nanny, like everything basically was like functionally okay. I came back to a
campus that was very safe, very serious about safety, and I also never felt that my job
was threatened should I wish to stay home. So we were really privileged throughout this
kind of experience. Nobody had any major health crises that needed to be taken care
of. We never wanted for food, you know, like nothing was problematic. So that was a
blessing and something that we are just, it's just straight up privilege to have had. So I
think, that's kind of a lesson like, which is like, it's an unstable experience and to sort of
take stock and pause because you know, one of the things I do is you know psych
testing and people are not well. Like kids are not okay, like this is, this is really bad and
really severe and it's going to have a long term impact. And we were really protected
from it. And so, recognizing that is really important to me and to be grateful about that.



GC: Mm-hmm and in terms of therapy, did your therapy switch to Zoom as well or did
that stay in person?

GW: So I don't, I don't do therapy. I do testing -

GC: Oh okay.

GW: - So I do psych testing. But, I did it in person.

GC: Okay.

GW: Yeah. So, I wore an N95 mask and then another mask over it, and I had them do
masks as well, but. It was more important, I mean it was a money thing realistically, but
it also, I really do feel like helping people figure themselves out is really important, so I
did a lot of stuff that I think benefited people. By getting them support and help and
names for what was going on for them.

GC: Mm-hmm. And my final question I have for you is, what would you want people like
an example, a future generation to know about the pandemic?

GW: That it didn't have to be this bad, like I watched it be this bad. And that it's kind of, I
think, from a negative perspective it's really, reaffirming to me how fragile society is. The
video that i'm actually showing in my class right now is about the Holocaust and it's one
of those things where people ask well how could such a thing happen? And it's like well
like you can see the breakdown of society really quickly really easily in the context of
these kind of events, and I think what we need to do is pay attention and safeguard
what it is to be social supportive system. And, and on the plus side, I have never seen a
world that takes mental health more seriously. Then, after this pandemic. So, anything
that we are thinking about where like mental health is normalized, the importance of
mental health, talking about it, that has changed very rapidly in a very short amount of
time. And so I think that you know, this is one of those kind of experiences that remakes
how we think of basic things.

GC: Mm-hmm and just lastly, with your experience on, and knowledge about
psychology would you say that, that helps you understand things a lot more as well?
Like seeing how the world did change, as you stated?

GW: Yeah, I mean it definitely I think having a psych perspective was really [inaudible]
especially when people like make logical decisions or the reactions. Being able to kind
of self sooth in certain ways, right, where it's like I just have to accept this day and like



this experience. And I have to like think about this as a learning experience, like a lot of
that kind of care and what it means to say self care. Right, self care is sometimes just a
hot shower, sometimes it's asking for help. It's not like I quit and I'm going to hide under
the covers right. So, being able to know that was definitely helpful and also to know like,
hey like, this is okay, and this isn't okay. And like how to kind of set those boundaries
and learn from experiences. So yeah, I would say anybody who has any kind of psych
knowledge probably had some benefit from kind of that. [inaudible] Went through
everything.

GC: Definitely. Alright. Well, thank you very much for agreeing to this interview with me,
I appreciate it very much.

GW: Yeah. Absolutely, anytime. I think it's a great thing, and I think this is a historical
event we're living through historical times. It's never fun, but we will learn something
from it.

GC: Mm-hmm. All right, thank you again.

GW: Thanks, have a good one!


